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T H E SECOND VARIATION FORMULA FOR
EXPONENTIALLY H A R M O N I C M A P S
LEUNG-FU CHEUNG AND PUI-FAI LEUNG
We derive the formula in the title and deduce some consequences. For example we
show that the identity map from any compact manifold to itself is always stable as an
exponentially harmonic map. This is in sharp contrast to the harmonic or p-harmonic
cases where many such identity maps are unstable.We also prove that an isometric
and totally geodesic immersion of S™ into 5" is an unstable exponentially harmonic
map if m / n and is a stable exponentially harmonic map if m = n.
1. INTRODUCTION
A map / : Mm -> Nn where Mmand Nn are compact Riemannian manifolds is
called an exponentially harmonic map if it is a critical point of the exponential energy
functional.
E{f) =
In a recent paper [1] Hong has calculated the first variation formula for exponentially
harmonic maps and studied some of their properties.
In this note we shall derive in Section 2 the second variation formula for exponentially
harmonic maps. We shall use this formula to prove in Section 3 the following theorem
which is in sharp contrast to the harmonic and p-harmonic cases.
THEOREM 1. The identity map from any compact Riemannian manifold Mm to
itself is always stable as an exponentially harmonic map.
Recall that there are many unstable identity maps for the harmonic [4] and p-
harmonic [5] cases.
In Section 4 we shall study unstable exponentially harmonic maps and shall prove
the following result which gives many examples of unstable exponentially harmonic maps.
THEOREM 2 . Let f : Sm —¥ Sn be an isometric and totally geodesic immersion
from a m-dimensional unit sphere to a n-dimensional unit sphere. Then f is an unstable
exponentially harmonic map if m ^ n and is a stable exponentially harmonic map if
m = n.
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We are much indebted to the paper [1] which introduced us to the study of expo-
nentially harmonic maps.
2. THE SECOND VARIATION FORMULA
In this section we shall use the elegant method in [2, pp.20-25] to calculate the
second variation of E (/).
Let g denote the Riemannian metric tensor and V denote the Levi-Civita connection
on Nn.
Let V b e a vector field on iVn and let <j>t : Nn —¥ Nn be the one-parameter group of
transformations on iV" generated by V. Let ft = <pto f and put
Ev (t) =
We wish to calculate E'v (0) and Ev (0).
Define two tensor fields Av, and Vv> V € Horn (TN, TN) by
Av (X) = VXV and VV,A- V = VVVXV - VVvxV.
We shall now divide our calculations into several steps in the form of a sequence of
propositions.
The next two propositions follow from definition.
PROPOSITION 3 . Vv — Av = Ly where Lv denotes the Lie derivative with
respect to V.
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . Vv,x V = AAVW(X) - Av (Av (X)) + R(V,X) V where
R (V, X) V — VvVxV - VxVVV — V[v,x]V JS *ae Riemannian curvature tensor on N.
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . (Lv(g)){X,X) = 2g(Av(X),X).
PROOF: By Proposition 3 and the facts that V<? = 0 and Av = 0 on functions, we
have
(Lv (<?)) (X, X) = (-Av (g)) (X, X) = 2g (Av (X), X).
D
PROPOSITION 6. (jL{y] (5)) (X,X) = 2g (AAVW (X),X^J+2g(R(V,X) V,X)+
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PROOF: Using Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 we have
(4 2 ) (g)) (X, X) = [(Vv - Av) (Vv - Av) g] (X, X)
= [-Vv(Avg)+AvAvg](X,X)
= -Vv [{Avg) (X,X)] + 2 {Avg) (VVX,X)
+AV [(Avg) (X, X)} - 2 (Avg) (Av (X), X)
= 2Vv (g (Av (X) ,X))-2g (AVVVX, X) - 2g (VVX, Av (X))
-2AV (g (Av (X), X)) + 2g (AVAV (X) ,X)+2g (Av (X), Av (X))
= 2g (VVAV (X) ,X)-2g (AVVVX, X) + 2g (AVAV (X), X)
+2g(Av(X),Av(X))
= 2g [Vv,xV, X) + 2g (AVAV (X) ,X) + 2g (Av (X), Av (X))
= 2g (AAVW (X),X) + 2g(R(V,X) V,X) + 2 \\AV (X)\\2.
D
PROPOSITION 7 . (First Variation Formula)
,/.«) 1 dv
M
where {ei, • • • , em} is a local orthonormal basis on Mm.
PROOF: We have
f T v ^ l 1
Ev (t) = exp V - (<j>*tg) (f.ei, f,e{) dvM
and hence using Proposition 5 , we calculate
1(Lv (9)) (/.ei, /.ei) dvM
Yjg{AvU,ei)J.ei) \dvM.
a
DEFINITION 8: A map / : Mm -> Nn is called an exponentially harmonic map if
E'v (0) = 0 for all vector fields V on Nn.
PROPOSITION 9 . Let / : Mm -4 Nn be an isometric immersion. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) / is exponentially harmonic.
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(b) / is harmonic.
(c) / is p-harmonic for every p ^ 2.
(d) / is a minimal immersion.
PROOF: For an isometric immersion, Proposition 7 gives
- £ [exp Qmj] | fE'v (0)   [  Q j] | f > (Av (et), *)] dvM
which is a constant (= em/2) multiple of the first variation of the Dirichlet energy func-
tional of / and is also a constant (= (em/2)/m^~2/2)) multiple of the first variation of
the p-energy functional of / [5, p.319].
Hence we have (a)<=^(b)-<=>-(c).
The fact that (b)<*=>(d) is well-known. D
PROPOSITION 10 . (Second Variation Formula) Let f : Mm ->• Nn be an
exponentially harmonic map. Then
(0) = JM [exp ( i ||d/||2)] { [ | > {A* (/.e.) ,/.eO]2 + f ) \\AV (f.et
PROOF: AS in the proof of Proposition 7 we have, using Proposition 6,
$ (0) - / exp ( - ||d/||2 N V g (Av (f,e{), f.t
= JM [exp Q ||d/||2)] { [ £ g (Av (f.ei), /.e,)] ' + £ , ( / M (/.e.), /.««
+ £ IK (/-e')ll2 + £ s (fi(y> /«e') v« /-e>) \
By Proposition 7 we have , since / is exponentially harmonic,
[exp Q||d/||2)] [f^
D
DEFINITION 11: An exponentially harmonic map / : Mm —* Nn is said to be
stable if Ey (0) ^ 0 for all vector fields V on AT".
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3. E X A M P L E S O F STABLE E X P O N E N T I A L L Y H A R M O N I C M A P S
Our first example is a direct consequence of Proposition 10.
E X A M P L E 12. If Af" has non-positive sectional curvature, then every exponentially har-
monic map / : Mm -» Nn is stable.
THEOREM 1 3 . Let f : Mm ->• Mm be an isometry. Then Ev (0) ^ 0 for all
vector Selds V on Mm and Ev (0) = 0 if and only ifV is a Killing vector Beld. Hence f is
a stable exponentially harmonic map. In particular the identity map from any compact
Riemannian manifold to itself is always a stable exponentially harmonic map.
PROOF: Since / is totally geodesic it is an exponentially harmonic map by Proposi-
tion 9. Now we look at the second variation formula. As / is an isometry, {/»ei, • • • / ,em}
also forms an orthonormal basis for Mm.
Therefore we have
Ev(0)=em<2J {(div(V))2 + \\VV\\2-mc(V,V)}dvM,
where div (V) denotes the divergence of V and Ric is the Ricci tensor on Mm.
Now we apply the following formula of Yano [6, p.41, (1.11)]-
J^ | (div (V))2 + ||W||2 - Ric(V, V) - \\\LV (5)||2} dvM = 0
to obtain
Ev (0) = [
JM
Clearly Ev (0) = 0 if and only if Lv (g) = 0, that is, if V is a Killing vector field. D
4. EXAMPLES OF UNSTABLE EXPONENTIALLY HARMONIC MAPS.
First let us consider / : M""1 —¥ Nn an isometric and totally geodesic immersion of
a hypersurface Mn~l into Nn.
Let Ui = f,ei for i = 1, • • • ,n — 1. Then {ui, • • -Un-i} forms an orthonormal basis
of TM. Let V denote a unit normal vector field of M""1 in Nn. Then {«i, • • • un_i, V)
forms an orthonormal basis of TN.
LEMMA 1 4 . VUiV = 0 fori - 1,••• , n - 1.
PROOF: First from {V, V) = 1 we have (VUiV, V) = 0.
Next from (V,Uj) = 0 for j - 1, • • • ,n - 1 we have (VUiV,Uj) - - (V, Vu,u;) =
-{V, BM {uitUj) ) = 0 where BM denotes the second fundamental form of M""1 in Nn,
which is zero in this case since Mn~l is totally geodesic. D
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Applying Lemma 14 to Proposition 10, we obtain
ETV (0) - e ' " - 1 ' / 2 I - Ricyv (V, V) dvM
JM
where Ricyv is the Ricci tensor on Nn.
This proves the following.
THEOREM 1 5 . Let f : Mn~l —> Nn be an isometric and totally geodesic immer-
sion of a hypersurface M""1 into TV". If the Ricci curvature of Nn is positive then f is
an unstable exponentially harmonic map.
A similar calculation as above proves the following
THEOREM 16 . Let f : Mm -» Nn,m < n be an isometry. Assume that Nn has
positive sectional curvatures. If there exists a vector field V normal to f (M) and parallel
along f (M), then Ey (0) < 0 and hence f is an unstable exponentially harmonic map.
Theorem 2 now follows from Theorem 13 and Theorem 16.
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